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According to marriage counselors, cooking together is one of the biggest complaints newlyweds

bring to the table; with more than 80 recipes, this accessible book makes the kitchen a happy place

for couples.From the editor of Seattle Bride and one of the Northwest's up-and-coming chefs and

food writers comes a cookbook for newlyweds aimed at helping couples forge good cooking habits

that will last a lifetime. Offering more than 80 recipes that gradually increase in complexity, The

Newlywed Kitchen serves as the building blocks for beginner cooks as well as a guide on how to

happily and peacefully cook a meal together. The book is cleverly divided into categories such as

'Carry Me Over the Threshold Starters and Snacks,' 'Who Gets the Remote Control: Comforting

Pastas for Lazy Nights In,' and 'Happily Ever After Desserts and Sweets' with plenty of

mouth-watering pictures. Also includes stories from happily married foodies to inspire and guide

newlyweds to a lifetime of delicious meals together.
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Cute recipes, but not for classics. I think this book would be fun to work through as a monthly

date-night option, but I won't be pulling any classics from it. Many of the recipes are modern

versions of old-style recipes, which I could take or leave.

Excellent recipe book for those starting the journey together! Bought a copy and gave it away to my

newly wed friends and they LOVED it. Certainly encourages the couple to be more proactive in

learning the artful kitchen techniques while of course enjoying each other's company. The fun and

easy-to-do recipes will sure add more "spice" and flavor to the marriage;) Highly recommend!



I use this cookbook often and I've given it as a gift to other people so I figured it was time to give it a

good rating. 5 stars! This cookbook is worth the price just for the scone recipe. Best scones ever.

The Newlywed Kitchen: Delicious Meals for Couples Cooking Together provides a fine survey

simplifying the process of dual cooking, offering over eighty recipes that begin simply and increase

in complexity as the book moves forward. Color photos pair with dishes to make this a fine

introduction couples can share.

The book is wonderful, and I recommend it to all, not just newlyweds, to have in your kitchen. Ali

Basye has written playfully and arrestingly, to accompany each recipe. A true delight. HIGHLY

RECOMMENDED

In great condition. There was a little bit of writing on like 2 pages but other than that, it was in great

condition. Also, after it shipped, I got it the next day. It was extremely fast!

My roommate is getting married in June so I bought this for her birthday. Quick delivery and an

awesome product! Great recipes. Highly recommend!

The item was listed as New, but it had clearly been lightly used. It had minor damage to the cover

and there was a red dot on the bottom of the book. I was hoping to give this to a friend as a wedding

gift, but it was certainly not gift material. I had to find another at a local bookstore. The book itself is

fantastic, but this particular copy was not quite as listed.
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